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Part I: Introduction and School Background 

Introduction to the School Effectiveness Review 

Baltimore City Public Schools (City Schools) developed the School Effectiveness Framework and the School 

Effectiveness Review process in 2009. The School Effectiveness Review (SER) uses trained school reviewers to 

measure a school’s effectiveness against City Schools’ School Effectiveness Standards. The School 

Effectiveness Standards are aligned with City Schools’ effectiveness frameworks for teachers and school 

leaders.   

The SER provides an objective and evidence-based analysis of how well a school is working to educate its 

students. It generates a rich layer of qualitative data that may not be revealed when evaluating a school solely 

on student performance outcomes. It also provides district and school-level staff with objective and useful 

information when making strategic decisions that impact student achievement.  

The SER team, comprised of representatives from City Schools who have extensive knowledge about schools 

and instruction, gathered information from teachers, students, parents, and leadership during a two-and-a-

half-day site visit. During the visit, the SER team observed classrooms, reviewed selected school documents, 

and conducted focus groups with school leadership, teachers, students, and parents. The SER team analyzed 

evidence collected over the course of the SER to determine the extent to which key actions have been adopted 

and implemented at the school. This report summarizes the ratings in the four domains and related key 

actions, provides evidence to support the ratings, and – based on a rubric – allocates a performance level for 

each key action. More information about the SER process is detailed in the School Effectiveness Review 

protocol, located on the City Schools website and available upon request from the Office of Achievement and 

Accountability in City Schools. 

School Background 

James McHenry Elementary/Middle serves approximately 389 students in grade pre-kindergarten through 8th 

grade. The school is located on 31 S Schroeder Street in the Poppleton neighborhood of Baltimore, Maryland.  

The principal, Mr. Christophe Turk, has been at the school for two years. For more information about the 

school’s student demographics and student achievement data, please see the School Profile, located on the 

City Schools website. 
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Part II: Summary of Performance Levels 
   Based on trends found in the collected evidence, the SER team assigns a performance level to each key action. 

 

Domains 
and Key Actions 

Performance Levels 

Level 4: 
Highly Effective 

Level 3: 
Effective 

Level 2: 
Developing 

Level 1:  
Not Effective 

Domain 1: Highly Effective Instruction 

1.1 School leadership supports highly effective instruction. Effective 

1.2 Teachers use multiple data sources to adjust practice. Developing 

1.3  Teachers deliver highly effective instruction. Developing 

1.4  Teachers establish a classroom environment in which teaching and learning can occur. Effective 

Domain 2: Talented People  

2.1 The school implements systems to select and retain effective teachers and staff whose 
skills and beliefs meet the needs of the school. 

Effective 

2.2 The school makes full use of the evaluation system to develop faculty and staff capacity 
through school-wide reflection and professional development and to hold them 
accountable for performance.  

Effective 

Domain 3: Vision and Engagement  

3.1  The school has a clear vision and mission that promotes a student-centered learning 
environment that reflects, celebrates, and embraces student, staff, and community 
diversity. 

Effective 

3.2 The school cultivates and sustains open communication and decision-making 
opportunities with families and the community.  

Effective 

3.3 The climate and culture of the school creates a welcoming learning environment that 
meets the academic, social, and emotional needs of each student. 

Effective 

Domain 4: Strategic and Professional Management 

4.1  The school manages progress towards clear goals through a cycle of planning, action, 
assessment, and adjustment. 

Developing 

4.2  The school allocates and deploys the resources of time, human capital, and funding to 
address the priority growth goals for student achievement. 

Effective 
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Part III: Findings on Domains of Effective Schools 
 

Domains 
and Key Actions 

Performance Levels 

Level 4: 
Highly Effective 

Level 3: 
Effective 

Level 2: 
Developing 

Level 1:  
Not Effective 

 

Domain 1: Highly Effective Instruction 

 

• School leadership ensures that teachers engage in the planning of the curricula through oversight of 

standards-based units, lessons and pacing. School leadership and teachers reported that teachers are 

using Baltimore City Public Schools (City Schools) curricula and adopted curriculum programs such as 

Wit & Wisdom (1st-8th grade) for ELA, Eureka Math (1st-8th grade), SABES (STEM Achievement in 

Baltimore Elementary Schools) (1st-5th grade), IQWST (Investigating and Questioning our World through 

Science and Technology) (6th-8th grade) and Tools of the Mind (Pre-K); which a review of lesson plans 

confirmed.  As for oversight of planning, school leadership and teachers stated that teachers use the 

common curriculum (an online lesson planning tool) as well as a lesson tuning protocol in weekly 

collaborative meetings. A review of a grade level meeting agenda from Oct 17th confirmed that teachers 

are using the lesson tuning protocol which includes the following steps: step 1) provide an overview of 

lesson, step 2) teach the lesson component, step 3) provide feedback on the lesson (warm and cool), 

step 4) reflect, and finally, step 5) debrief the protocol. In addition, school leadership and teachers 

stated that pacing is being discussed in bi-weekly math and literacy work sessions as well as monthly 

100% project collaborative meetings (with three other schools). Further, school leadership and teachers 

stated that school leadership monitors teachers’ planning and pacing during informal observations.  A 

review of an email providing lesson plan feedback from school leadership noted the following: “adjust 

the opening routine. Students should begin the class with a warm up activity that is content specific 

and they can do it independently. Then after you review the warm up, you can break into Good Things 

or another ice breaker” 

 

• School leadership provides formative feedback and guidance to teachers, aligned to the Instructional 

Framework, which is actionable and clearly describes strengths and areas for growth.  School leadership 

and teachers reported that teachers are observed frequently by members of school leadership and 

receive both verbal and written feedback on their instructional practices. Further, teachers stated that 

feedback includes glows, grows, wonderings, and next steps; which a review of informal observation 

forms and emails related to informal observation feedback confirmed. For example feedback from one 

informal stated the following: “Glows: Teacher calls on multiple students to ensure equity of student 

voice and participation in the class.-T7; Grows: Explicit Teaching and Modeling of task is not evident 

which will prepare students to work independently-T2 (Evidence: During the lesson: Example A: 1.752-

1.3 should have be modeled by the teacher as the “I DO” portion of the Explicit Teach Model.); 

Wonderings: What structures are in place for students when answering questions or if they need support 

with their work’; and Next Steps: I have us scheduled to meet tomorrow and debrief at 9:15 AM in your 

Key action 1.1:  School leadership supports highly effective instruction. Effective 
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classroom. To prepare for tomorrow, please bring a copy of the following: Charged laptop w/ access to 

Cc and Two completed work samples from the lesson. 

 

• School leadership demonstrates an understanding of data analysis and is beginning to ensure the use 

of a complete student learning data-cycle. School leadership and teachers stated that they use a 

standard analysis protocol (SAP) on Fridays (two-hour early release days) as part of their data analysis 

process. A review of a standard analysis protocol shows that the cycle contains two rounds. The first 

round includes analyzing the standard and task alignment in the planning prior to the lesson and round 

two includes assessing learning by: 1) sorting student work in low, medium, and high, 2) asking what 

differentiates one group from the next? what does the student work tell us about student performance 

on this standard? And what are the instructional implications for these student groups? Look at how 

student who received a 3/4/5 in PARCC performed, and finally 3) based on the examination of student 

work, think about next steps. Note WHAT the action steps is, WHY it is necessary, and HOW it will be 

implemented. A review of an SAP calendar and SAP forms showed that only a few teachers had 

completed round two of the protocol at the time of the site visit. In addition, school leadership reported 

that they have partnered with University of Maryland Baltimore County’s (UMBC) Zone Math project, 

which helps train teachers on how to analyze student assessment data and develop targeted 

interventions. A review of an agenda from an August 17th meeting confirmed that some teachers have 

been trained on this process. However, not all teachers spoke to this support and there was not 

sufficient documentation to confirm a complete data cycle has taken place at the time of the site visit.          

 

 

• Teachers are beginning to analyze students’ progress toward goals. School leadership and teachers 

reported that teachers are setting and tracking goals for students through student goal conferencing 

(SGC) which occurs three times a year [beginning of year (BOY), middle of year (MOY), and end of year 

(EOY)] and students are setting individual goals around iReady, grade level, PARCC, for both reading 

and math and attendance. A review of student goal conferencing sheets confirmed these goals. For 

example, one goal was “I will increase my BOY performance level to the following outcomes by EOY 

testing: iReady scale score of 533 to a 566; grade level from a 3 to a level 5 on iReady; and 2 to a 3 on 

PARCC”. Although students and parents confirmed SGC, the site visit team only reviewed completed 

SGC forms for reading and none for attendance. In addition, school leadership and teachers stated that 

each grade level is creating their own goal which is aligned to the school-wide goals. A review of a James 

McHenry SY 18-19 grade level academic goal sheet confirmed that “7th grade will meet the following 

Math iReady assessment outcomes/goals as measured by EOY assessments: decrease far below 

proficient (tier 3) by 50%, improving from 81% to 39% and increasing the proficient/above (Tier 1) by 

100%, improving from 0% to 5%. Regarding analyzing progress towards goals, school leadership and 

some teachers reported the zone math project and standard analysis protocol were tools used for data 

and goal analysis. However, as stated above, not all teachers are currently analyzing data towards goals. 

Key action 1.2: Teachers use multiple data sources to adjust practice.  Developing 
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• Teachers plan and adjust instruction in response to some data. School leadership stated that the ILT 

developed an Evidence of Planning protocol that includes 4 domains (pre-planned questions, visuals, 

differentiation, and small group planning) that should be included in daily plans; which a review of the 

protocol and some teachers confirmed. Further, school leadership and teachers stated that this is the 

school’s first year for inclusion, therefore teachers and the special educators are working together to 

incorporate modifications and accommodations into the lesson plan for students with disabilities as 

well as overarching scaffolds for the general education students. For example, teachers stated that they 

may modify a worksheet to provide additional scaffolds for some students. A review of lesson plans 

confirmed modified worksheets that included a word bank, defining vocabulary terms, and sentence 

stems. In addition, teachers stated they are using data to plan for small group instruction. A review of 

lesson plans showed that only some noted small group, differentiation, and accommodations and 

modifications. Finally, school leadership and teachers stated that adjustments to instruction may be 

made such as re-teaching a portion of the lesson, pulling an additional small group, or adjust pacing to 

review pre-requisite skills.              

 

• Teachers appropriately recommend students for some tiered interventions and are beginning to 

provide opportunities for acceleration. School leadership and teachers reported that Do the Math is a 

school wide math intervention (kindergarten to 8th grade) for 30 minutes three days a week. Further, 

school leadership, teachers, and staff stated that Literacy Lab provides tutors that work with students 

individually in grades kindergarten through 3rd grade. In addition, school leadership and teachers stated 

that teachers are using iReady online lessons for math (kindergarten-8th grade) and ELA (3rd-8th grade) 

that individualize instruction to each student’s level. Finally, school leadership stated that guided 

reading is used in small groups mostly with students in kindergarten to 2nd grade; which teachers 

confirmed. As for opportunities for acceleration, school leadership, teachers, staff and students stated 

that they became a Gifted and Advanced Learning (GAL) site this year and are in the process of 

identifying and testing students using the Naglieri assessment. In addition, school leadership, teachers 

and parents stated that they will be an Ingenuity Project site next year. Finally, school leadership, 

teachers, parents and students mentioned the afterschool STEM program in middle school provides 

opportunities for acceleration.  

 

 

 
• Some teachers use and communicate standards-based lesson objectives and align learning activities to 

the stated lesson objectives. In 42% of classes (n=12), teachers communicated standards-based lesson 

objectives by explaining and/or referencing it during the lesson. In 33% of classes, the teacher only 

communicated the lesson objective by posting it.  In one class, the objective was posted and read by a 

                                                           
1 Key action 1.2 evidence comes directly from classroom observations that were conducted as part of the SER. All classroom 
observations are twenty minutes in which the observers are looking for teachers to demonstrate components of the 
Instructional Framework. The completed classroom visit tool can be found in appendix A. 

Key action 1.3: Teachers deliver highly effective instruction.1 Developing 
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student as “Describe how people and events have impacted Bud so far in the text by participating in 

Socratic Seminar.”  Continuing, in 58% of classes, the learning activities and resources aligned with the 

lesson objectives. In the same class, students were observed reflecting on Bud’s feelings through 

questions and discussion. 

 

• Most teachers present content in various ways and emphasize key points to make content clear. In 92% 

of classes (n=12), teachers presented students with accurate grade-level content aligned to appropriate 

content standards. In most classes, the objectives posted were aligned to Common Core State 

Standards.  Additionally, in 75% of classes, teachers presented content in various ways (two or more) 

to make content clear. In one class, the teacher presented the metric system and measurement units 

through a hands-on activity in which students used different material (liquid and rice) and containers 

to measure in milliliters, litters, and grams.  Finally, in 50% of classes, teachers emphasized important 

points to focus the learning of content.  For example, in the same class as above, the teacher 

emphasized the relationship between the units and conversion of units. 

 
• Some teachers use multiple strategies and tasks to engage all students in rigorous work. In 50% of 

classes observed (n=12), teachers scaffolded and/or differentiated tasks by providing rigorous grade-

level instruction for all students. In some class, the teacher was observed providing scaffolds such as an 

anchor chart, graphic organizer, or manipulatives for students to use. Continuing, in 50% of classes 

observed students had opportunities and time to grapple with complex texts and/or rigorous tasks.  For 

example, in one class, students were provided time to read a text independently.  

 
• Some teachers use evidence-dependent questioning. In only 17% of classes (n=12), did teachers ask 

questions that required students to cite evidence and clearly explain their thought processes. In 58%, 

teachers asked questions that required students to cite evidence or clearly explain their thought 

processes but not both.  Additionally, in 83% of classes, teachers asked questions that were clear and 

scaffolded.  For example, a teacher asked the following questions about a text: “What is the setting? 

What is the problem?, and What was the solution?”    

 
• Some teachers check for student understanding and provide specific academic feedback. In 42% of 

classes (n=12), teachers conducted one or more checks for understanding that yielded useful 

information at key points throughout the lesson.  In one class, the teacher was observed circulating the 

room and asking questions about the activity to gauge student’s understanding.  Also, in 42% of classes, 

teachers gave students specific academic feedback to communicate current progress and next steps to 

move forward.  In one class, students were working on transposing figures and the teacher was 

observed giving feedback on how to reflect and rotate figures. 

 

• Some teachers facilitate student-to-student interaction and academic talk. In only 25% of classrooms 

(n=12), did teachers provide multiple or extended opportunities for student-to-student interactions.  

For example, in one class students were observed working in groups. In some classes (33%), students 

participated in only one quick “turn and talk” with another student.  Moreover, in only 17% of those 

interactions did students engage in discussions with their peers to make meaning of content or deepen 
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their understanding.  In the same class mentioned above, students in groups assisted each other with 

difficult words from the text and discussed characters, mood, and events. However, in most classes few 

or no students engaged in discussion with their peers to make meaning of content or deepen their 

understanding.  Finally, in 42% of classes, students used academic talk, and when necessary teachers 

consistently and appropriately supported students in speaking academically. For example, in some 

classes, students were observed using sentence frames, such as “I agree with… and I would like to add 

on…” as well as academic vocabulary words appropriate to the content and topic. 

  

 

• Some teachers implement routines to maximize instructional time. In 83% of classes (n=12), students 

were idle for very brief (less than 2 minutes) periods of time while waiting for the teachers. For 

example, in most classes, teachers were prepared for instruction with the necessary materials and 

supplies.  In 42% of classes, routines and procedures ran smoothly with minimal or no prompting from 

the teacher. In one class after being prompted, students transitioned to the carpet for whole group 

instruction quickly and with the needed materials. However, in most classes observed, routines and 

procedures required some to significant prompting from the teacher.  

 

• Teachers build a positive, learning-focused classroom culture. In 100% of classes (n=12), teachers’ 

interactions with students were positive and respectful.  Also, in 75% of classes, students’ interactions 

with the teachers were positive and respectful.   In most classes, students responded to their teachers 

in respectful manner. In 67% of classes, student-to-student interaction was positive and respectful. For 

example, in one class a student was observed apologizing to another student for talking when he/she 

was talking. 

 
• Most teachers reinforce positive behavior and redirect off-task or challenging behavior, when 

necessary. In 92% of classes (n=12), teachers promoted and reinforced positive behavior.  For example, 

one teacher was observed reinforcing positive behavior by saying “I like that [student] has a quiet 

hand, and I love the way [student] walked in and found his seat”.  Continuing, in 50% of classes, 

students were on task and active participants in classwork and discussions.  In 42% of classes, some 

students were observed exhibiting off-task behavior such as having their head down, sleeping, or 

engaging in side conversations. Lastly, in 58% of classes, teachers addressed behavioral issues (if any) 

with minimal interruption to instructional time (2 minutes or less). For example, in one class some 

students were not staying in their own space on the carpet so the teacher quickly redirected them by 

saying “I’m waiting on some friends to be crisscross applesauce.”   

                                                           
2 Key action 1.5 evidence comes directly from classroom observations that were conducted as part of the SER. All classroom 
observations are twenty minutes in which the observers are looking for teachers to demonstrate components of the 
Instructional Framework. The completed classroom visit tool can be found in appendix A. 

Key action 1.4: Teachers establish a classroom environment in which 
teaching and learning can occur. 2 

Effective 
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Domain 2: Talented People 

 

• School leadership has created and implemented organizational structures for selection and retention 

across staffing positions that address student well-being and academic performance. School 

leadership and teachers reported that the school has three members of the leadership team that 

support teachers in primary (pre-k-2), intermediate (3-5), and middle school (6-8). School leadership 

and teachers stated that an additional section was added to each grade, so that each grade has two 

teachers and are departmentalized starting in 1st grade (math/science and Literacy/social studies). 

Further, school leadership, some teachers, and staff reported that an aide was added to 2nd grade 

based on need. Additionally, school leadership and teachers stated that they added a music teacher 

based on parent feedback. School leadership, teachers, and staff reported that the school has the 

following resource classes for students: Music, Art with a Heart, Code in the Schools, Library, and 

Physical Education; which a review of the staffing roster and master schedule confirmed.  Finally, 

teachers and staff stated that the school has mental health clinicians from Catholic Charities, a 

psychologist, a social worker, and a speech pathologist. As for structures for retention, school 

leadership and teachers reported that teachers are provided support through the 100% project 

network, additional professional development, feedback from informal observations, as well as the 

social networking events. School leadership stated that retention is about treating people as 

professionals and allowing them to grow and develop.       

 

• School leadership proactively recruits candidates using multiple stakeholder and measures to assess 

each candidate’s qualifications in alignment with school needs. School leadership reported that the 

school recruit candidates year-round and mostly through teacher recommendations; which teachers 

confirmed. School leadership also stated that they use Teach for America (TFA), the Urban Teacher 

Center (UTC), and Baltimore City Teaching Residency (BCTR) as pipelines for recruitment as well. The 

staff roster confirmed UTC resident teachers are currently on staff. School leadership reported that 

qualified candidates participated in an interview with school leadership, a member of the Instructional 

Leadership Team (ILT) and if possible, a teacher from that grade. Teachers were able to confirm that 

at least one teacher was part of their interview panel. Further, school leadership stated that teacher 

candidates are observed teaching a lesson prior to being hired. Most teachers confirmed conducting 

a demonstration lesson as part of their interview. A review of an email confirmed scheduling a 

demonstration lesson as part of a second-round interview.        

 

• School leadership ensures the implementation of mentoring/induction programs, when applicable, to 

support the development of all new teachers and staff and monitors the program’s effectiveness. 

School leadership stated that the assistant principal is the designated site-based mentor and is 

overseeing identified teacher mentors that have been assigned to all early career teachers (ECT, three 

or less years of teaching experience). Early career teachers confirmed receiving support from their 

Key action 2.1:  The school implements systems to select and retain effective 

teachers and staff whose skills and beliefs meet the needs of the school. 
Effective 
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mentors such as co-planning, modeling, and informal observation feedback. Teacher mentors stated 

that they receive coverage to observe their mentees twice a week. A review of the James McHenry 

Mentor/Mentee Coaching Cycle Structure document confirms that one-on-one mentoring includes a 

weekly planning session and two times per week in the classroom for informal observation, modeling, 

and co-teaching. In addition, a review of a mentor assignment and observation schedule confirmed 

that mentor teachers receive coverage twice a week.  Continuing, school leadership stated that there 

is a bi-weekly mentor meeting in which school leadership is checking-in with the mentors. Teacher 

mentors confirmed that in the mentor meetings they are discussing what they observe in the 

classroom, discuss any issues, and receive suggestion and next steps.  A review of an October 25 

agenda and follow-up notes confirmed supports were discussed for specific teachers as well as the 

following reminders: “maintain observations notes electronically. They can be scanned, uploaded or 

placed in Drive.”   

 

 

 

• School leadership reinforces performance expectations for all staff and allocates time to support staff 

in meeting those expectations. School leadership reported that teacher evaluation expectations were 

communicated to staff at the beginning of the year. A review of an October 2 email confirmed that 

school leadership reviewed the evaluation process outlining the formal observation schedule and pre-

observation deliverables. In addition, school leadership stated that teachers are divided among the 

three qualified observers and the steps includes: the pre-observation conference which includes 

reviewing their individual development plan (IDP) and lesson plan, an observation, and a post 

observation conference with feedback and suggestions. Teachers confirmed having had a pre-

conference and some had had their formal observation, while other stated the formal observation has 

been scheduled. A review of a formal observation confirmed that feedback includes kudos, 

wonderings, and recommendations. For example, in one formal observation document the 

recommendation stated “model how to respond to a text- based questions. Students need to hear 

how you think about a question and cite evidence using details from the text.”  

 

• School leadership uses multiple methods to provide timely support and interventions to struggling 

teachers and staff as indicated by data and/or informal or formal observations. School leadership 

reported that they make sure they provide teachers both support and accountability through informal 

observations. Teacher confirmed that informal observations help identify struggling teachers. A review 

of informal observation feedback document provided clear actionable next steps confirming supports. 

Continuing, school leadership stated that supports can include: attending the math and literacy work 

sessions afterschool, peer observations, and connecting with other teachers within the 100% project 

network for suggestions and advice. Finally, at the time of the site visit, school leadership reported 

Key action 2.2:  The school makes full use of the evaluation system to 
develop faculty and staff capacity through school-wide reflection and 
professional development and to hold them accountable for performance. 

Effective 
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that no teachers had a Performance Improvement Plan (PIP), however school leadership did provide 

documentation of reprimands and letters of concerns as evidence of communication with teachers 

who are struggling. 

 

• School leadership engages all staff in differentiated professional development based on identified 

needs and in alignment with the school’s instructional vision. School leadership reported that they are 

in their second year of turnaround status as part of the 100% project initiative. In addition, school 

leadership stated that the instructional vision is focused on task and standard alignment, as well as 

small groups.  Teachers confirmed the focus on the Standard Analysis Protocol (SAP) during the Friday 

early release sessions. A review of Friday agendas confirms that most of the time teachers are being 

grouped by content during these sessions. In addition, teachers reported receiving professional 

development around content (math and ELA) through the Math and Literacy work sessions afterschool.  

School leadership and teachers also stated that professional development is differentiated by content 

and grade levels during the monthly 100% project collaborative sessions.  A review of an email with 

agenda confirmed that teachers have differentiated sessions. Finally, school leadership stated that 

professional development has also focused on Social Emotional Learning through trainings such as 

“joyful learning” and “Capturing Kids Hearts”; which teachers confirmed. 
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Domain 3: Vision and Engagement  

 

• The school creates communication systems so that the school community shares a clear understanding 

of, and commitment to, the school mission, vision, and values, including a clear understanding of 

strategic goals and initiatives that support high student achievement. School leadership, teachers, and 

students, all reported that the mission and vision is around 100% for 100%. School leadership clarified 

stating everything they do is aligned to the SIG (School Improvement Grant) Turnaround/100% Project 

focus of developing, building, and generating an excellent school in the southwest region of Baltimore. 

Continuing, teachers, students and parents talked about the five  promises (commitment to quality, 

perseverance, gratitude, contribution, honor, and integrity) and how students are recognized for 

demonstrating those values each month; which a review of the family handbook confirmed. All focus 

groups reported of becoming a Gifted and Advanced Learning (GAL) site this year and an Ingenuity 

Project site next year, both of which supports high student achievement. Stakeholders reported that 

the mission and vision of 100% is communicated everywhere, on banners, uniforms, rugs, and meeting 

agendas.  A review of the school’s performance plan (SPP) noted the following: “Our mission is that all 

students matter. Our approach is that contributions from all team members matter. Our attitude is 

that all actions we take matter. When we all give our best in every single moment, the possibilities are 

limitless (100% for 100%).” 

 

• School leadership ensures that the school’s programs are aligned with the school’s mission and vision, 

incorporate skills for 21st century success, and are somewhat culturally relevant. School leadership and 

teachers stated that part of the 100% for 100% is making sure the whole child is addressed through 

providing five enrichment classes (art, music, PE, library, and codes in the school), sports afterschool 

(lacrosse, basketball, etc.) and being a community school with additional resources. As for 

incorporating 21st century skills, school leadership and teachers stated that the curriculum 

incorporates skills such as collaboration, communication, critical thinking, and creative thinking 

throughout the lessons. For example, teachers stated that lessons include Socratic seminars (a type of 

formal group discussion), small group work, and questions that push students’ thinking. In addition, 

school leadership, teacher, students, and parents stated that the school offers Next generation 

scholars STEM program for middle school, as well as codes in the school as a resource class. A review 

of pictures of the STEM program confirmed students working together to problem-solve. Continuing, 

school leadership and teachers stated that they are increasing students’ access to technology and have 

a goal of 1:1 ratio of students to device Regarding cultural relevancy, school leadership, teachers, 

students, and parents all reported that Womb Works Productions, Inc. performed “Standing on the 

Shoulders of Our Ancestors” (African songs, dance, and rituals); which a review of an agenda and a 

video on the school’s Facebook page confirmed. In addition, school leadership and teachers mentioned 

Key action 3.1:  The school has a clear vision and mission that promotes a 

student-centered learning environment that reflects, celebrates, and 

embraces student, staff, and community diversity.  

Effective 
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that a teacher shared ideas to celebrate Hispanic heritage month with other classroom teachers, and 

books within the curriculum are culturally diverse.  

 

• The school implements and monitors school protocols that create an environment where students, 

staff, and families feel welcomed and safe. School leadership and teachers reported that school 

leadership greets students each morning as part of the Capturing Kids Hearts program. Student 

reported, and a sign outside of a classroom confirmed, that students are asked to give a handshake, 

high-five, or hug to the teacher as they entered the room. Continuing, school leadership, teachers and 

parents stated that before school began the school had a community BBQ, as well as a “classroom 

sneak a peek” event for students and families that included free uniform shirts. A review of the family 

handbook’s school wide calendar confirmed the BBQ and uniform distribution on August 9 and the 

classroom sneak a peek & ice cream social on August 23.  Continuing, school leadership, teachers and 

parents stated that the school conducted community walks over the summer, knocking on doors to 

help invite students and families back to the school who may have left. Because of this effort, school 

leadership reported that enrollment grew by a total of 173 students between last year and this year. 

Regarding ensuring stakeholder’s safety, school leadership reported that they spent the first two 

weeks of school setting the structures and routines for entry and exit procedures, location/duty 

assignments for staff at arrival and dismissal, and school-wide dismissal procedures; which a review of 

the faculty handbook confirmed. Teachers, staff, and parents reported feeling safe because the 

exterior doors are locked, there is a strict visitor procedure in place, and there are cameras throughout 

the school. Continuing, school leadership, parents and students stated that the crossing guard not only 

helps students cross busy streets but also alerts the school of any concerns in the neighborhood.  

School leadership stated that they monitor safety protocols through a “flag a gap” mentality which 

asks all stakeholders (parents, students, and staff) to alert school leadership of any incidents or areas 

of concern. Finally, parents and students reported, and the site visit team observed, middle school 

students serving on the safety patrol which are assigned to posts at arrival and dismissal.      

 

 

 

• The school employs a variety of regular communication systems with families about school-wide and 

individual student progress. School leadership, teachers, parents and students reported that the 

school communicates school-wide information through a Tuesday take home folder, as well as class 

dojo, the Parent Link System, social media, and flyers.  A review of the family handbook stated, “Please 

expect communication from us in the following ways: take home Tuesday folder, school website, 

Facebook, Instagram, parent link, class dojo” A review of Facebook posts confirmed that information 

is being shared through this method. In addition, school leadership, teachers, students, and parents 

stated that the school communicates individual student information through Student Led 

Conferences. A review of the family handbook, confirmed that students will participate in Student Led 

Key action 3.2:  The school cultivates and sustains open communication and 

decision-making opportunities with families and the community. 
Effective 
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Conferences three times a year and “during that time, students will share the work that they have 

done in school and their academic progress so far.” Finally, school leadership and teachers also stated 

progress reports, report cards, as well as individual phone calls, and home visits as forms of 

communication of individual progress. 

 

• The school build strong relationships with community stakeholders and leverage resources to meet 

the needs of students and the school. As mentioned above, the school hosts events such as the 

community BBQ and back to school night to build relationships with families. In addition, school 

leadership reported that as a community school they build relationships through the resources and 

services they provide to families and the community. The school has a food pantry, uniform bank, and 

a washer and dryer for families, according to school leadership, teachers, and parents. School 

leadership also noted a number of consistent parent volunteers that assist in classrooms, cafeteria, 

and office help; which teacher, students and parents confirmed.  School leadership and teachers 

reported that the school has several partnerships with organizations such as Friendly Loving 

Opportunities (FLO) (back packs and school supplies), Harlem Lacrosse (afterschool mentoring), 

Horseshoe Casino (space and job fair for families), Under Armor (coats for students, helped paint the 

building) and The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation (building a new library for the school).  

 

• The school provides a variety of opportunities for families to participate in, or provide feedback on, 

appropriate school-wide decisions and improvement efforts. School leadership and teachers reported 

that the School Family Council (SFC) meets monthly. Further, teacher stated that topics discussed at 

the SFC meetings included school-wide events, beautification of the school and any concerns. In 

addition, school leadership, teachers, students, and parents reported that they have an active Parent 

Teacher Organization (PTO) that meets monthly. A review of the family handbook’s schoolwide 

calendar confirmed that monthly PTO meetings are scheduled, and two meetings has already occurred 

by the time of the site visit (October 9 and November 12). More specifically, a review of the October 9 

PTO agenda shows that they reviewed PTO meeting norms, which stated “We strive to be flexible and 

responsible. We are trustworthy. We have a gossip-free space (focus on the positive). We follow 

appropriate channels for addressing concerns. We keep comments confidential.” Finally, school 

leadership, teachers and parents all stated that the addition of a music teacher this year was based on 

parent feedback from last year. Parents also stated that they recommended additional field trips this 

year, which school leadership confirmed are happening monthly.  
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• School leadership establishes multiple tools and routines for frequent and timely communication with 

teachers and staff members regarding policies, progress, and school culture. School leadership and 

teachers reported that a weekly email is sent to all staff on Sunday. A review of a Sunday email 

confirmed that information such as acknowledgements, apologies, academic achievement, and 

announcements are shared. For example, in one email teachers were reminded of expectations 

stating, “all teachers are expected to attend Math Works and Literacy Works to evolve planning, 

instruction, and collaboration” as well as an announcement that “3rd-5th grade students will go to hot 

skates on Nov 2.” Further, school leadership and teachers stated that school leadership communicates 

with teachers and staff through Friday professional development meetings, collaborative meetings, 

text messages, and announcements. Finally, teachers and staff stated that communication is timely 

and routine. 

 

• School leadership establishes structures to recognize and celebrate student and staff achievements 

and value. School leadership, teachers, students, and parents reported that students are celebrated 

through weekly and monthly attendance incentives, and monthly Positive Behavior Intervention and 

Supports (PBIS) incentives. Further, teacher and student stated that students earn points through class 

dojo and then class dojo points are used to earn monthly PBIS incentive, such as parties, movie days, 

etc.  A review of an email confirmed these events stating that the October PBIS event is a College and 

Career Costumes and Candy Celebration in which students can dress in a college and career costume 

of their choice and visit the BioPark to receive candy from partners. Further, the emailed stated that 

students in Pre-Kinder to 1st grade need to earn 50 points, students in 2nd-3rd grade need to earn 75 

points, and students in 4th-8th grade need to earn 100 points. In addition, school leadership, teacher, 

and students stated that students are recognized in weekly community meetings in which they share 

acknowledgments and apologizes. Further, teachers, parents, and students stated that each month 

students can receive a promise bracelet for demonstrating one of the 5 promises/core values 

(commitment to quality, perseverance, gratitude, honor and integrity, contribution). As it relates to 

staff recognition and motivation, school leadership, teacher, and staff stated that similar to the 

students’ celebrations, staff receive acknowledgements, apologies, and share good things during their 

weekly Friday professional development sessions. Further, teachers and staff reported they have 

received a lot of school swag (t-shirts, lanyards, etc.) including the 5 promises bracelet. Teachers also 

stated that they have social gatherings within their school community but also with the 100% project 

cohort schools that helps create an atmosphere of family and keep morale high. Finally, teachers and 

staff stated that they feel valued and empowered.   

 

 

Key action 3.3:  The climate and culture of the school creates a welcoming 

learning environment that meets the academic, social, and emotional needs 

of each student.  

Effective 
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• The school develops proactive systems that support individual students’ social, emotional, and 

socioeconomic needs. School leadership and teachers reported that teachers have been trained in 

Capturing Kids Hearts (a program to help build relationship among students and teachers), teachers 

use social contracts (agreements of behaviors), teachers greet students at the door, and hold 

community meetings.  School leadership and teachers also stated that PBIS incentives are connected 

to students demonstrating the 5 promises/core values (commitment to quality, perseverance, 

gratitude, honor and integrity, contribution). School leadership, teacher, and students also mentioned 

that students are active in the safety patrol (8th grade students only) and afterschool sport programs 

that support social skills. In addition, school leadership, teachers, student support staff, and students 

noted that a clinician from Catholic Charities work with students in small groups and individually that 

have been identified. Finally, school leadership stated that they have started a mentoring (check-in 

and check-out) program with some students. A review of an email dated October 28 explains the JM 

support staff mentoring program’s purpose as “to build relational capacity and capital with our 

students. The JM mentoring program was created to address and support identified students to ensure 

that they have someone to check in and out with. We want to flag and address any issues that may 

interfere with earning, so that teachers can focus on instruction, and students so not have any barriers 

when it comes to receiving a quality education.” As for socioeconomic needs, school leadership, 

teachers, staff, parents, and students once again stated that the community school model provides 

resources for students and families such as: uniforms, washer and dryer facilities, food bank, weekend 

bags, as well as support with vaccinations and school supplies. Teachers also mentioned the school 

offers a free vision and dental check-up for all students; which a review of a Vision for Baltimore flyer 

confirmed.  A review of a weekend bag letter home, food pantry flyer, and uniform sign-out sheet 

confirm the aforementioned supports for students and families. 
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Domain 4: Strategic and Professional Management 

 

• School leadership collaborates with multiple stakeholders to establish and communicate measurable 

goals for the improvement of student learning. School leadership reported that the Instructional 

Leadership Team (ILT) analyzed data and then developed school-wide goals. Continuing, school 

leadership reported that they have established goals aligned to various assessments (iReady, ANET, 

TRC, DIBLES, and PARCC) all around increasing their proficiency/above level (tier 1) by 100% and 

decreasing their far below proficiency level (tier 3) by 50%; which teachers confirmed. For example, a 

review of the JM SY 18-19 School-wide Goals & Grade Level Targets showed the following school wide 

(1st to 8th grade) goal for math as “Decrease far below proficient (Tier 3) by 50%, improving from 67% 

to 36% and increase the proficient/above (Tier 1) by 100%, improving from 3% to 6% measured by the 

EOY (Window 3) iReady assessment. In addition, school leadership stated that the school-wide goals 

were communicated to all staff during one of the Friday professional development  sessions and then 

grade level were asked to create grade-level goals aligned to the school-wide goals. For the same 

school-wide goal as stated in the JM SY 18-19 School-wide Goals & Grade Level Targets above, the 5th 

grade goal was shown as “Decrease far below proficient (Tier 3) by 50%, improving from 61% (23 

students) to 31% (11 students) and increase the proficient/above (Tier 1) by 100%, improving from 8% 

(3 students) to 16% (6 students) measured by the EOY (Window 3) iReady assessment.” In addition, 

school leadership stated that they also have an attendance goal of 90.5%. Teachers and staff generally 

knew of the attendance goal but were unclear of the exact percentage. Finally, school leadership stated 

that school-wide goals were shared with families and community partners through Facebook, the 

student parent compact, in the Tuesday take home folder and during student-led conferences. 

Although parents could not speak on specific school-wide goals, they stated that they were 

communicated to families and they knew students had individual goals.       

 

• School leadership collaborates with staff to develop and communicate some strategies that are aligned 

to school goals. School leadership stated that strategies aligned to the academic goals include: student-

led conferences, small group instruction, Tool of the Mind for pre-Kindergarten, the Lesson Tuning 

Protocol, and the standard analysis protocol. School leadership reported that strategies have been 

discussed in Instructional Leadership Team (ILT) meetings which is then taken back to collaborative 

meetings. A review of an ILT meeting agenda from October 2 confirmed that some strategies are being 

discussed such as student goal conferences, including growth goal targets, as well as collaborative 

updates from small group planning. However, when asked teachers about the strategies, teachers 

could only speak to small group instruction. Regarding the school’s attendance goal, school leadership 

reported that strategies include weekly and monthly attendance incentives, as well as an attendance 

team that meets monthly and who conducting home visits and phone calls home. Teachers confirmed 

the weekly and monthly attendance incentives. A review of the School Performance Plan (SPP) 

confirmed the following strategies for academic goals related to PARCC: weekly collaborative meetings 

Key action 4.1:  The school manages progress towards clear goals through a 

cycle of planning, action, assessment, and adjustment. 
Developing 
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and Friday professional development sessions with topics including Wit & Wisdom, Lesson tuning 

protocol and small group instruction, and standard analysis protocol which takes place every other 

week. Finally, a review of the SPP confirmed the following strategies for the attendance goal: a variety 

of positive reinforcement strategies for improving attendance, implementing a robust system of 

intervention and support based on a numbered system of absences, and connecting families at -risk or 

experiencing chronic absences with resources and community-based partners who can support. 

 

• School leadership and all staff participate in regular analysis of instructional practices to monitor 

progress toward goals and plans to revisit and adjust action plans as needed. As mentioned above in 

the Highly Effective Instruction Domain, school leadership and teachers stated that they use a standard 

analysis protocol (SAP) on Fridays (during two-hour early release days) as part of their data analysis 

process. Further, teachers stated that the ILT (which meets bi-weekly) brings back information 

discussed around the standard analysis protocol (SAP) and the lesson tuning protocol (LTP). However, 

a review of ILT meeting agendas from September 11, October 2 and 16 did not include any data sharing 

or analysis. Finally, school leadership stated that they plan to revisit these practices in January to see 

if any adjustments need to be made.  

 

 

 

• Budget distributions and resource allocations are aligned to school goals and priorities that support 

equitable learning environments. School leadership reported that the school has invested in 

interventions such as iReady lessons and literacy lab, as well as instructional materials and supplies. 

Further, school leadership and teachers stated that they purchased new laptop carts and tablets and 

they have a long-term goal of creating a 1:1 ratio of students to devises. In addition, school leadership 

stated that funds have been allocated for staff, adding a resource class and ensuring there are two 

sections per grade; which teachers confirmed. In addition, teachers and parents mentioned funds are 

utilized to support attendance incentives. Finally, school leadership stated that the budget was shared 

with the School Family Council (SFC) as well as staff for input and feedback. School leadership stated 

that some feedback included the addition of the music teacher, more field trips, and ensuring science 

is part of the core classes for middle school students; which parents confirmed.  A review of invoices 

confirmed that funds were used to purchase instructional supplies, buses/tickets for field trips, and a 

music curriculum.    

 

• School leadership uses distributive leadership to strategically empower staff to take ownership of 

essential responsibilities and decisions and holds staff accountable.  School leadership reported that 

they encourage teacher leadership and provide a variety of opportunities such as leading high school 

choice, middle school team lead, facilitating professional development, and being a teacher mentor. 

Key action 4.2:  The school allocates and deploys the resources of time, human 

capital, and funding to address the priority growth goals for student 

achievement. 

Effective 
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Teachers and staff confirmed serving as a teacher mentor and facilitating math and literacy work 

sessions. Teachers also added that teachers serve on the ILT, lead the student government association 

(SGA), and run afterschool programs and sports. Students and parents confirmed teachers leading in 

the afterschool BELL program or coaching basketball, lacrosse, and kickball.  School leadership and 

teachers stated that teachers participate on committees such as PBIS, attendance, honors, and 

achievement. A review of an email confirmed a college and career readiness committee in which 

teachers were assigned to different tasks/events they were leading. Finally, school leadership stated 

that they are overseeing teacher lead events, activities, and committees through setting clear 

expectations, being part of the email threads, and checking-in with staff, and debriefing after an event. 

A review of the James McHenry 2018-19 Instructional Leadership Team (ILT) document confirmed the 

communication of the expectations, such as: respecting everyone on the team, every member 

facilitates a meeting according to a rotation, and attending standard meeting twice a month but also 

being available to come together on short notice.    

 

• School leadership leverages common staff time to focus on professional learning and collaboration in 

support of student achievement. School leadership reported that teachers have weekly 60-minute 

collaborative planning (co-lab) meetings, which teachers confirmed. Further, school leadership stated 

that teachers meet in grade bands (pre-kindergarten; Kindergarten/1st; 2nd/3rd; 4th-5th; and middle 

school (6th-8th). School leadership and teachers stated that during collaborative planning they are using 

the Lesson Tuning Protocol (LTP) where staff will provide warm and cool feedback to each other, which 

a review of warm and cool lesson tuning feedback form confirmed. In addition, school leadership and 

teachers stated that teachers are using the Standard Analysis Protocol (SAP) during the Friday early 

release sessions. In addition, teachers reported time to plan and collaborate during the Math and 

Literacy work sessions afterschool. A review of a Literacy work agenda from October 29 showed that 

planning time was included on the agenda.      
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Performance Level Rubric 

The SER team will use the following guidance to select a performance level for each key action. Note that 

the quality standard for each performance level is based upon: the extent to which the SER team finds 

multiple types3 and multiple sources4 of evidence AND the extent to which the SER team finds evidence 

of high levels of adoption and/or implementation of a practice or system. The SER team will also reflect 

on the Instructional Framework and School Leadership Framework in their analysis prior to assigning a 

rating for each key action. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rating Performance 

Level 

Quality Standard  

1 Not Effective Evidence indicates that the key action is not a practice or system that has been 

adopted and/or implemented at the school, or the level of adoption/implementation 

does not improve the school’s effectiveness. 

2 Developing  Evidence indicates that the key action (including some indicators) is a practice or 

system that is emerging at the school, but that it has not yet been implemented at a 

level that has begun to improve the school’s effectiveness, OR that the impact of the 

key action on the effectiveness of the school cannot yet be fully determined. 

3 Effective Evidence indicates that the key action (including most indicators) is a practice or 

system that has been adopted at the school, and is implemented at a level that is 

improving the school’s effectiveness. 

4 Highly 

Effective 

Evidence indicates that the key action (including all indicators) is a practice or system 

that has been fully adopted at the school, and is implemented at a level that has had 

a strong, significant or sustainable impact on the school’s effectiveness. 

                                                           
3 “Multiple types of evidence” is defined as evidence collected from two or more of the following: document 
review, stakeholder focus groups; and classroom observations. 
4 “Multiple sources of evidence” is defined as evidence collected from three or more stakeholder focus groups; 
two or more documents; and/or evidence that a descriptor was documented in 75% or more of lessons observed 
at the time of the visit. 
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Extent to which SER Team Finds Evidence of High 

Levels of Adoption and/or Implementation  

Evidence Relating to Strength of 

Adoption/Implementation Key: 

Not Effective: 

Developing:     

Effective: 

Highly Effective:  

 

Effective:  

 

Highly Effective 
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Appendix A: Classroom Observation Data 
 
The classroom visit tool is aligned to Baltimore City Schools Instructional Framework. During each 

classroom visit, the observer collects evidence based on his/her observations and then determines 

whether the indicator was “evident”, “partially evident” or “not evident” for each of the 22 indicators. 

Below is the summary of the 12 classroom observations that were conducted.  

 

TEACH 1: Communicate Standards-Based Lesson Objectives  Evident 
Partially 
Evident 

Not 
Evident 

Communication of objective 
 

42% 33% 25% 

Learning activities and resources align with lesson objective 
 

58% 33% 8% 

TEACH 2: Present Content Clearly  Evident 
Partially 
Evident 

Not 
Evident 

Accurate, grade-level content  
 

92% 0% 8% 

Alternate presentation of content 
 

25% 0% 25% 

Emphasis of Key Points 
 

50% 50% 0% 

TEACH 3: Use Strategies and Tasks To Engage All Students In Rigorous 
Work  

Evident 
Partially 
Evident 

Not 
Evident 

Scaffolded and/or Differentiated Tasks 
 

50% 17% 33% 

Opportunities To Engage With Complex Texts and Tasks 
 

50% 25% 25% 

TEACH 4: Use Evidence-Dependent Questioning  Evident 
Partially 
Evident 

Not 
Evident 

Questions Requiring Justification 
 

17% 58% 25% 

Clear And Scaffolded Questions 
 

83% 8% 8% 

TEACH 5: Check For Understanding and Provide Specific, Academic 
Feedback    

Evident 
Partially 
Evident 

Not 
Evident 

Informative Checks for Understanding 42% 58% 0% 

Specific, Academic Feedback 42% 42% 17% 

TEACH 6: Facilitate Student-To-Student Interactions and Academic 
Talk    

Evident 
Partially 
Evident 

Not 
Evident 

Opportunities for student-to-student interaction 
 

25% 33% 42% 

Evidence-based discussions 
 

17% 25% 58% 

Student academic talk 
 

42% 25% 33% 

TEACH 7: Implement Routines To Maximize Instructional Time    Evident 
Partially 
Evident 

Not 
Evident 

Maximized instructional time  83% 8% 8% 

Smooth routines and procedures  42% 33% 25% 
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TEACH 8: Build A Positive, Learning-Focused Classroom Culture    Evident 
Partially 
Evident 

Not 
Evident 

Teacher-to-student interactions 100% 0% 0% 

Student-to-teacher interactions 75% 25% 0% 

Student-to-Student interactions 67% 33% 0% 

TEACH 9: Reinforce Positive Behavior, Redirect Off-Task Behavior, and 
De-escalate Challenging Behavior  

Evident 
Partially 
Evident 

Not 
Evident 

Reinforce positive behavior  92% 8% 0% 

Off-task behavior  50% 42% 8% 

Time impact of redirection/discipline or off-task behavior 58% 25% 17% 
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Appendix B: School Report Comments 

 
Domain 1: Highly Effective Instruction 

 

None 

 

Domain 2: Talented People 

 

None 

 

Domain 3: Vision and Engagement 

 

None 

 

Domain 4: Strategic Leadership 

 

None 
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Appendix C: SER Team Members 
 

The SER visit to the James McHenry Elementary/Middle School was conducted on November 12-14, 2018 

by a team of representatives from Baltimore City Public Schools. 

Brianna Kaufman is the Manager for the School Effectiveness Reviews in the Office of Achievement and 

Accountability in Baltimore City Public Schools. Brianna began her career as an elementary art teacher in 

Bryan, TX. After obtaining her Master’s degree, she interned and worked at a number of art museums in 

the education department including the: Dallas Museum of Art, The National Gallery of Art in DC, and the 

Walters Art Museum. In 2008, Brianna made the shift from art education to general education reform as 

a Program Manager at the Fund for Educational Excellence. There she managed a grant from the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation that focused on College and Career Readiness. Prior to joining OAA, Brianna 

worked as the College and Career Readiness Education Specialist for Baltimore City Public Schools. Brianna 

holds a Bachelor’s degree in elementary education from Texas Lutheran University, a Master’s degree in 

Art Education from University of North Texas, and a Master’s of Business Administration from Loyola 

University in Maryland.   

Reginald Trammell is a Program Evaluator II in the Office of Achievement and Accountability in Baltimore 

City Public Schools. Reginald began his career in education in 2000 as an elementary classroom teacher 

with Baltimore City Public Schools. After a decade of providing direct service to scholars, he transitioned 

to the Office of Teaching and Learning as the Education Associate for Elementary and Middle School 

Mathematics. In this role, he wrote curriculum, modelled instruction and facilitated professional 

development opportunities for math instructors. In 2011, Reginald continued to support Baltimore City 

Public Schools through the work of the Engagement Office. Here, he served as a Family and Community 

Engagement Specialist and subsequently secured the role as Parent Involvement Manager. His 

responsibilities included coordinating district-wide learning opportunities for school staff on engaging of 

families and community members and supporting the district’s Title I Parent Involvement Program. 

Reginald is currently earning his Administrator I Certificate to continue his mission of improving public 

education.   

Roxanne Forr is the Director of Principal Leadership Development in Baltimore City Public Schools. 

Roxanne began her career as a teacher in Pennsylvania. In Baltimore City Schools, she has served as a 

teacher, mentor, assistant principal, and principal. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in elementary education 

and a Master’s degree in administration and supervision. 

Dr. Lisa Donmoyer works as a Title I Staff Specialist in Baltimore City Schools.  Prior to joining City Schools, 

Dr. Donmoyer worked as an elementary classroom teacher, a gifted and talented science teacher and K-

8 Science Specialist with Prince George’s County Public Schools.  After leaving Prince George’s County, Dr. 

Donmoyer joined Talbot County Public Schools as K-12 Science Content Specialist.  While there, she also 

oversaw the new teacher induction program and the mentor teacher program.  She also organized the 

Opening Day festivities and chaired the Calendar Committee.  Dr. Donmoyer left the Central Office to 

become an Assistant Principal and, later on, a Principal of a PK-5 school of 400 students. Dr. Donmoyer 
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earned her undergraduate degree in elementary education from Millersville University in 

Pennsylvania.  She earned a Master’s degree in Curriculum and Instruction from Loyola University in 

Baltimore and doctorate in Educational Leadership, Management and Policy from Seton Hall University in 

South Orange, New Jersey.   


